GSSP
Global Spore Sampling project

Instructions
Instructions for the weekly sampling
push down

tilt & take

open

Monday
You will need:
- charged 12V car battery or other power supply
- a screw cap tube
- tube storage box with labels
- a disposable glove
1. Remove and open the cyclone unit
2. Wearing a glove, insert the empty tube
3. Reassemble and replace the cyclone unit
4. Connect the power supply, listen for the
vacuum pump
Tuesday, 24 hours later
You will need:
- another charged 12V car battery or other
unscrew tube from holder
power supply
close
- another screw cap tube
- tube storage box with labels
- a disposable glove
1. Disconnect the power supply
2. Remove and open the cyclone unit
3. Wearing a glove, remove, close and label the tube
with the label Week XX A, where
XX is the next running number. Note start
and end times of sampling on data sheet
4. Insert the new empty tube
5. Reassemble and replace the cyclone unit
6. Reconnect the power supply, listen for the
vacuum pump
Wednesday, 24 hours later
You will need:
- tube storage box with labels
- a disposable glove
1. Disconnect the power supply
2. Remove and open the cyclone unit
3. Wearing a glove, remove, close and label
the tube with the label
Week XX B, where XX is the same
number as yesterday. Note start and
end times on data sheet.
4. Reassemble and replace the cyclone unit

reassemble

Screw in new tube

push down

Questions? Contact lifeplan@helsinki.ﬁ
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SETUP
Select a site that
- Is easily accessible for you, in the open but protected from vandalism. Remember car batteries are heavy.
- Has room for the sampler’s wind plate to rotate freely.
- Has room for the battery to sit next to it protected from rain OR has access to a power supply.
- Has level, ﬁrm ground: the legs of the sampler should not sink in the ground.
Place the sampler so that it is level. Please use a spirit level. This will enable the wind plate to rotate and
direct the sampler into the wind.
The sampler comes with crocodile grips for connecting to a 12 V car battery, or use the adapter to
connect to your mains power supply.
WEEKLY SAMPLING AND LABELLING
Take two 24-hour samples every week as described on the ﬁrst page on these instructions. For the ﬁrst
week use the labels Week 1, next week labels Week 2 and so on. Use labels A and B to indicate the
Monday or Tuesday sample. Keep the tubes and labels in the storage box. If you are unable to take samples
for a given week, please throw away the labels for that week and use the next ones.
In a data sheet (also provided), please enter the start and end times of each sample in HH:MM format.
Also enter the date on which the sample was taken from the sampler. The ﬁrst and last sample dates are
enough, unless you had to skip a day at some point. There is also a place for notes on any irregularities
during sampling. The data sheet has 24 rows: every 12 weeks when you have 24 samples in your box,
please send them to us.
SENDING THE SAMPLES EVERY 12 WEEKS
Place the 24 labelled tubes in a zip-loc bag. Put the tubes and the data sheet in an envelope and mail it to
Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU)
Tomas Roslin, Department of Ecology
Ulls väg 16
SE-75651 Uppsala
SWEDEN
It is important to put SLU on the ﬁrst line, or there will be a delay in customs. On the package, include a
description of the contents, e.g. ”air samples collected for biodiversity studies, for scientiﬁc use only,
no commercial value and non-hazardous”.
WHAT IS THE GSSP? https://www.helsinki.ﬁ/en/researchgroups/spatial-food-web-ecology/research/gssp
(You can also download these instructions and the data sheets from our website)

You will receive the
cyclone sampler, to be
set up at your study site

Samples from all around
the world will be sequenced
by BOLD (Guelph; Canada)
for fungal barcoding

Taxonomic placement of
fungal sequences will be
done at University of
Helsinki (Finland)

Questions? Contact lifeplan@helsinki.ﬁ

The data will be used to describe
the global distribution patterns of
fungi, as well as their seasonal
variation in fruiting phenology

